
Presenter Checklist for Webinar Presentations 
(June, 24, 2020) 

 
1) Contact speaker, invite him to speak on a chosen topic, inform him of the 11:00 a.m. 

Wednesday start time, secure agreement and schedule date.  Frequently the presenter 
and speaker will need to discuss the topic to be addressed. 
 

2) Explain to the speaker the webinar format, including a 40 minute presentation and the 
balance of the hour for Q&A.  Also discuss technology involved in webinar, including 
showing of images.  Give the speaker the log in info and be sure he has the capability 
of logging in and being clearly heard.  Schedule a practice webinar session prior to the 
talk with Horst Tebbe (usually the Friday preceding the program at 10: a.m. (Some 
experienced speakers may forego the practice session.)  Inform speaker to log on at 
10:45 the day of the program for a final tech check. 

 
3) Inform speaker about the RMA, providing website link: http://greenwichrma.org/    

 
4) With speaker, go over questions the RMA would like addressed on his topic and 

designate a title for the presentation.  (Tread softly here.) 
 

5) Get bio information on speaker, a paragraph or two on what he will be discussing, and 
a head shot for publicity and press release.  This information or a draft of the release 
should be given to Hollister about three weeks before the program.  
 

6) Inform speaker of video recording of the presentation and seek his/her permission to 
do so.  Explain it will be posted on the RMA website with unrestricted access and 
broadcast on local TV.  E-mail the video release form to the speaker and ask him to 
read it carefully and to consider possible copyright or proprietary restrictions that might 
rule out our recording and airing the video. If he agrees, have him return a signed 
release form by e-mail. 
 

7) Sign up speaker for a live, five minute radio Interview on WGCH with Tony Savino.  It 
can be telephoned in 203-869-8850 at 8:49 a.m. the Monday preceding the program.  
Questions are about content of the talk and speaker’s background.  Confirm the radio 
interview by contacting Tony (tony.savino@wgch.com.)  Joel Blumberg will remind 
presenters of the interview. 

 
8) Announce program at RMA members meeting the week before and day of program.   

 
9)  Advise speaker to limit his answers to questions to three minutes.  

 
10)  Introduce the speaker, following the host’s welcoming remarks to the audience. 

 
11)  Write thank you letter to speaker.  Include info on the video. 

            As soon as the video is posted to the RMA website, forward the Vimeo URL of the talk  
            to the speaker or direct him to the RMA website http://greenwichrma.org/ 
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